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FEATURE BENEFIT

ONE-HANDED OPERATION Keeps one hand free for safety and dexterity

ONE-BUTTON OPERATION Easy to use within extreme situations, with less training required

DUAL-HANDLE DESIGN Easy handoff among fire fighters; ergonomically correct design offers comfortable grip

THREE CARABINER ATTACHMENT POINTS Allows flexibiliity in firefighters’ attachment options 

FIELD-REPLACEABLE GERMANIUM LENS Reduced maintenance expense, reduced camera repair down time

LASER POINTER Enables fast, specific action; acts as buddy light for extra accountability  
and enhanced safety during RIT operations

FLASHLIGHT Increased visibility within low light situations; provides lighting without reaching for another tool; 
acts as buddy light for extra accountability and enhanced safety during RIT operations

RANGE FINDER Allows for increased confidence to take fast, precise action when deploying fireground tools 
(hose lengths, ladder sizes)

2X/4X ZOOM Provides closeup view for areas of interest without physically moving closer

COLOR PALETTES Provides improved thermal scene detail; enables faster, precise action by pinpointing hot spots

COMPASS Enhances safety by providing increased situational awareness through displayed letters/icons;  
enables faster escape and RIT operations

CLASS 1, DIVISION 2 NONINCENDIVE SAFETY Increased levels of electronic ignition protection

NFPA BASIC MODE Enhances safety by providing common user interface for untrained personnel  
within emergency situations

NFPA PLUS MODE Provides extra features; however, special action that requires additional training  
does not allow access by those who are not trained

NFPA XTREME MODE  Provides additional video and picture capture capabilities

NFPA XTREME MODE VIDEO CAPTURE Enables post-incident review and training with thermal image playback

NFPA XTREME MODE PICTURE CAPTURE Enables post-incident review and training with thermal image

TIC CONFIGURATION SOFTWARE APPLICATION Flexibility to configure certain camera options to specific fire department needs
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Note: This Bulletin contains only a general description of the products shown. While product uses and performance capabilities 
are generally described, the products shall not, under any circumstances, be used by untrained or unqualified individuals. The 
products shall not be used until the product instructions/user manual, which contains detailed information concerning the proper 
use and care of the products, including any warnings or cautions, have been thoroughly read and understood. Specifications are 
subject to change without prior notice.
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